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REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE PROCEDURE OF THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION

ON THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION (ENGLISH)
for foreign citizens applying to study for a Bachelor’s degree and                                     

a Master’s degree in Medicine

The entrance examination on the Language of Instruction (English) involves 

checking of applicants’ English proficiency level according to the content of the 

secondary school curriculum.

The program contributes to foreign applicants’ English proficiency level 

identification sufficient for the successful studying at V. N. Karazin Kharkiv National 

University.

The examination is held in oral form.

The examination comprises 2 subtests.

The applicant can be awarded maximum up to 200 points.

During the examination on the Language of Instruction (English) the applicant 

has to demonstrate such skills as:

1. ability to create a monologue statement on a proposed topic;

2. conversational skills, spoken exchange, and maintenance of interaction.

Types of assignments:

1. Monologue on a given topic.

2. Interview (answering 10 questions that are based on the oral topics)

Conversational topics:

1. My Family (Talk about your family: family composition, place of 

residence, professions of family members, favourite activities, household chores, 

family traditions, etc.).

2. About Myself (Talk about yourself: name, age, place of residence, 

positive personal qualities, hobbies and preferences, plans for the future. For more 



detailed information, you can mention your favourite academic subject, holiday, 

food, film, holiday spot, etc.).

3. My Country and My City (Prepare general information and tell 

interesting facts about your country and the city (village) where you live).

4. My Future Profession (Explain why you have chosen your future 

profession. Justify the importance of your future profession in people's lives. Share 

your plans for the future: where you would like to work, what you would like to 

achieve in your profession).

5. Customs and Traditions in My Country (Tell about the cultural 

peculiarities of your country: national traditions, interesting customs, holidays, etc. 

Explain why it is important to respect the customs and traditions of your people).

6. My Free Time (Talk about what you do in your free time, what you are 

passionate about, and where and how you like to relax).

7. My School and Work Day (Describe your school or work day. Tell 

what you enjoyed doing the most at school or at work).

8. My Hobbies (Tell what you like to do in your leisure time. Explain why 

it is important for a person to have hobbies).

9. Books and Stories that Inspire Me (Tell which of the books you have 

read you consider the best and why. Recall a story you have read that impressed you. 

Explain why it is important to read books).

10. Sports in Our Life (Tell which sport you engage in or are interested in. 

Explain why it is important to engage in sports. Name popular sports in your 

country).

Assessment criteria:

1. Monologue (15 sentences) is 120 points. Time is 4-5 minutes.

2. Answering questions (10 questions) based on oral topics is 80 points. 

Maximum score possible is 200 points.

The entrance test is considered to be passed if the applicant gets 100 points 

and more.



Entrance assessment of foreign citizens applying to study

for a Bachelor’s degree and a Master’s degree in Medicine

The entrance assessment aims to determine if the applicant is ready to study 

in English.

The aim is to assess the applicants’ speech behaviour and abilities according to 

the criteria for their language proficiency level that include relevance to the topic; 

quantity, quality, and clarity of information; accuracy and appropriate use of 

linguistic means; lexical and grammatical range according to level descriptors; 

pronunciation (the student's ability to produce intelligible utterance; stress, rhythm, 

intonation adherence); the applicants’ ability to take an active part in the 

conversation, exchange remarks and maintain interaction (conversation initiating and 

responding appropriately).

Criteria for assessing monologue expression

The maximum score for a monologue on the proposed topic (15 sentences) is 

120 points. Speaking time is 4-5 minutes. For each correct sentence (phonetic, 

lexical, grammatical, stylistic correctness), the applicant receives 8 points. Points are 

not awarded if the applicant makes a communicative error that hinders understanding 

of the sentence's content. If a phonetic, lexical, or grammatical error is made during 

the speech that does not hinder understanding of the sentence, 1 point is deducted. 

Points are not awarded if the topic of the monologue is not disclosed.

Criteria for assessing dialogue-discussion.

The maximum score for a dialogue-discussion (responses to 10 questions, the 

content of which is based on the topics of oral discussion) is 80 points. Each response 

(at least 4 sentences) is evaluated at 8 points. For each correctly and logically 

constructed sentence, the applicant receives 2 points. Points for sentences are not 

awarded if the applicant makes a communicative error that hinders understanding of 

its content. For each phonetic, lexical, grammatical error that does not hinder 

understanding of the sentence, 0.5 point is deducted.
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